WSOP CIRCUIT 2019-20
EVENT REPORT

Circuit Stop: Horseshoe Hammond (Ind.)  Date: 23 February 23, 2020
Event: No-Limit Hold’em Multi Flight  Entries: 2,169
Buy-in: $400  Prizepool: $715,770

SUDHEER SOME WINS FIRST EVENT AT HORSESHOE HAMMOND

Sudheer Some scores biggest live cash along with first ever WSOPC ring

The Horseshoe Hammond Circuit series has finally awarded its first World Series of Poker gold ring of 2020. After five separate starting flights and an extensive Day 2, it was Sudheer Some who was deemed the Event #1: $400 No-Limit Hold’em Re-Entry Champion. The Chicago native topped the field of 2,169 entrants, winning his first career gold ring and $103,923.

Some's road to victory was a long and arguably grueling one but the 40-year-old found a way to capture his first ring in his first ever final table appearance.

“I’m really lost for words,” stated Some. “This was my first final table I have made and am just really excited to win my first ring.”

The $103,923 victory marks the largest of Some's career and he adds a shiny new piece of hardware to go along with it.
MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER

Name: Sudheer Some
Nationality: Indian
Birthplace: Guntur, India
Current Residence: Vernon Hills, IL

Age: 40
Profession: Information Technology
WSOP Bracelets: 0
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0
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